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General Comment

The contamination of water .... loss of land use for the public.. .increased traffic on the roads.. .all a very real
concern for me since youre in my neighborhood(but even if you werent)!
Some time ago there was a radioactive project and people do remember well. There was unexplained sickness
and death related to this mine and no one took responsibility.
The same thing will happen again. The miners will go about their lives in another part of the world leaving the
black hills contaminated for a long time. Every simular mine in colorado left residents with worthless properties
so dont say this doesnt happen.
My home is a custom project that I worked on for a decade. Ive sunk every dollar into it Ive made. The nearby
animals feel safe and they come to visit regularly. Why do you want to put my retreat, neighbors homes and the
resident animals lives at risk? Whatever the benefits, the real cost isnt worth it. Please say no to this hazard.
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